
                              

 

 

 
 

How to apply for Chinese Govt Scholarship ? 

1 select  CSC affiliaed university/Uniersities.Some of Universities are not offering CSC.so open given link 

below: 

http://www.csc.edu.cn/studyinchina/universityen.aspx 

you will find Universities and here red star is showing that university is offering CSC  as shown in figure. 
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Those Universities which are not offering CSC are not red starred as shown in figure. 

 

 

2 Now you select a red Starred University as I click on Anhui Agricultural University which is red starred 

and open it as shown in figure. 
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3 Now you should click on program given on left side as shown in figure. 

 

4  When you click on programe you will find whole information  about program(duration,medium of 

Instruction etc) . As I click on Master programs of Beijing Institute of Technology and found its Master 
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programs with detail . Many of Universities are red Starred means offering CSC but their few programs 

are on CSC funding and few are self funding.The programs which are Red Starred are only on CSC 

funding . SO you should select program carefully because many of factors are Involved like 

duration,medium of Instruction and either program is on CSC funding or not. 

 

 

5  After selection of your targeted University/Universities and targeted program try for acceptance letter 

from supervisor.Acceptance letter is mandatory for few universities like at Beijijng Institute of 

Technology it is mandatory,while many of Universities preferred applicant having  acceptance letter and 

some universities have no requirement of acceptance letter but if you have acceptance letter it is good 

symbol for you. According to my opinion  

1. If you are applyin for high ranked university/Universities then you must try for acceptance 

letter,you will be prefered. 

2. If you are applying for applying for University having limited qouta of seats then also try for 

acceptance letter,you will be prefered. 

3. There are many other cases where applicant having acceptance letter is preferred. 

6  Different Universities havig different dates of their announcement for CSC application and deadline of 

receiving application but usually these are from feb to june.you can find their dates from University 

official websites. 

Application procedure 

The following list of Documents is gernal requirement of each University. 

1. CSC form (Procedure tutorial is provided on youtube…following link is helpful 
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  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pS1Len3v4l0) 

2.  University application form if given  

( some universities having also their own application portal like zhejiang University required 

both CSC form as well as university application portal.) 

3. Copy of Passport 

4. Notarized highest degree and transcript. 

(take photocopy of orignal highest degree and transcript and then notarized from advocate 

having stamp of pubic notary.Don’t notarized orignal documents) 

5. Two Recommendation letter from associate professor or professor  from where you got your  

highest degree. 

6. Study Plan having about 800 words 

(In Study plan you should write about your  

1 academic background means about your qualification 

2 Personal background means about your own personality 

3 Why to study in china 

4 why to study targeted university 

5 Plan after completion  of study) 

7. English proficiency 

(if you have IELTS,TOEFEL then it is good otherwise you can utilize your english proficiency letter 

from your Institute of highest degree which shows that your medium of instruction was English 

and you have no language barrier.) 

8. Foreigner physical examination form filled and attested by authorized govt doctor. 

Note: After arranging given above documents you should take 2 sets  and send to targeted 

university/universities Via courrier service or by person.By person means If you have any relative or 

friend in china then send to them and they can forward to targeted university or use courries service. 
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Fb Group link 

If you are new or first time applicant then you must follow Fb group “Chinese Government Scholarship” 

because this is more informative group specially for studying in china.On other hand information of 

many of other schoarships like university schoarship,provincial scholarship,etc are also uploaded 

here.The link of group is given below: 

https://web.facebook.com/TopStudypoint-102434867916067/
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